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Because non-verbal cues can be entirely different from language to language, they 
can easily be misunderstood if used incorrectly. A gesture with a positive connota-
tion in one region of the world may mean something offensive in another. World 
leaders are not immune to these kinds of mistakes. For example, in the early 1990s, 
US President George H.W. Bush was touring Canberra, Australia. He meant to 
show solidarity with protesting farmers by flashing a “peace” or “V for Victory” sign 
with two fingers in the air. Unfortunately, he made the mistake of turning his palm 
backwards, which communicated to the farmers that he wanted them to go “screw 
themselves.” He later apologized for the error.

Space
Several features of non-verbal communication are especially important for under-
standing meaning in a cultural context. One of these is proxemics, or the cultural 
use of space. This field looks at how close members of a culture stand to one another 
based on their relationship. How far away do friends normally stand from one 
another? When strangers approach one another to speak, are they close enough to 
touch? It also examines how space is organized in homes and cities. Does the layout 
of household space assume members want privacy or that most interaction will be 
done together? Does the community landscape offer places for people to gather, or 
is it structured for efficiency in getting to work and coming home?

One of the pioneers of the study of proxemics, Edward T. Hall, first classified 
the informal zones of personal space. Public space is the largest zone that extends 
the farthest away from a person. In this large space, activities are felt to be relatively 
anonymous. Closer in, social space is where a person conducts regular business with 
strangers and acquaintances, and then, closer still, personal space is the area into 
which friends may pass. Closest of all is intimate space, in which only the closest 
friends and family may enter comfortably.

In looking at his own national culture, Hall concluded 
there were four proxemic zones for Americans in the United 
States (see Table 4.1). Canadians also utilize this same set 
of spatial divisions in their research into human interac-
tions. Therefore, Hall’s proxemic zones may be generalized 
to North American mainstream culture, with the under-
standing that comfort levels may vary due to differences in 
subcultural norms.

These comfort zones will vary widely between cultures. 
The North American comfort level for distance between 
people is quite large compared to that of some other cultures. 
The need for personal space may cause some foreign visitors 

TABLE 4.1

Proxemic Zones for People in the 
united States

Zone distance

Intimate 6 inches

Personal 1.5 to 4 feet

Social 4 to 7 feet

Public distance 12 to 25 feet

Source: Hall 1966
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